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Welcome by Manuel Pastor 

• Will do three basic things today 
o Jim Sadd, Rachel Morello-Frosch, Manuel Pastor, Justin Scoggins, and 

Bill Jesdale will begin by presenting 
o Talking about modifications 

 Incorporate traffic metrics as it is a very big hazard and source of 
pollution 

 Tried to map the central valley using the screening method 
 How to extend to climate change—there are things about 

vulnerability impervious surface, will work with environmental 
health branch to present their findings 

o Will be presenting what the work is with CEJA—engaged in ground 
truthing exercises and some concepts of green zones and think about how 
to put things together.  

• Introduction of attendees—exercises where you must find someone you don’t 
know 

o Why interested? What brought you to this work? What do you want to get 
out of meeting today? What’s the best thing that has happened to you in 
last 6 months? 

 
 
 
 



 

PART I 
The Science of Screening: Preliminary Presentations 
Preview of the Screening Method (Manuel Pastor) 

• Environmental Justice Screening Method (EJSM) was done in collaboration with 
community based organizations, and what should be in it was discussed. We 
wanted something that was transparent and relevant to policy makers and 
communities.  

o Important to have a method that could be explained 
o It can be applied in many setting 

• Reviewed by community environmental justice groups 
• Developed with specific reference to ambient air quality in neighborhoods 

o Using secondary databases 
o More screening within assessment 

• Looks at three different categories or dimensions of social vulnerability 
o Proximity to hazards and sensitive land uses—what people view as 

hazardous and what are recorded as such and how close people are 
o Health risks and exposure  
o Social and health vulnerability: when we place hazards in locations we 

don’t notice how vulnerable we are. We were trying to figure out how to 
incorporate it into the EJSM 

• Preliminary stuff in Bay Area and SD, and now some work in Central Valley 
• We decided that we should focus on where people live. When you see the most 

hazardous place it’s usually a facility, wanted to focus on residential, schools, 
hospitals, etc.  

• First thing to do is to take out of consideration the individual land use itself  
o Second is open space, parks, green spaces 

• We select residential and sensitive land uses—Boyle Heights 
o Take land use and intersect with census blocks and come up with cookie 

cutter map where each polygon has been attached to the land use and the 
census information.  

o Idea is to cut the landscape and sent it back to scoring 
• Scoring 

o What are the sensitive land uses: childcare, healthcare, schools, urban 
playgrounds, parks,  

o Each little piece receives scores of one if they are in sensitive area 
o The land use maps that are available sometimes don’t have every facility 

that is available. 
 We take school locations, child care and  health facilities, pop the 

points to the map and give each point some  
• Pick smallest of each and fill in map of missing stuff 

o For each polygon we see how close they are to each hazard (CHAPIS—
subset of facilities that are set aside) 

 CHAPIS, chrome plates, hazardous waste 
 For each neighborhood how many of these are nearby.  

o Take the polygons and draw a buffer around them and ask what is around 
the buffer?  



 

o We come out with distance weighted scheme if you’re a hazard within 
1000 feet (1), 1000-2000 feet (.5), 2000-3000 (.1) 

o You can actually count off the hazards in each polygon 
o A lot of error where facilities are reported to be located 

 CHAPIS might say they are in one place, but they are actually in 
other areas.  

 We need to find a way to fix the error, this is another reason why 
groundtruthing is very important.  

• All other data is at the tract level, so if taken down to polygon, it will be very 
skewed data 

o Hence why going from polygon and up.  
• A score fore each tract, and then rank from 1-5 with 5 being more hazards.  

o Redness in map shows hazards 
• Category 2: 

o Health risks and exposure  
 RSEI—air model to figure out where pollution is and take scores 

to apply to tracts 
 NATA:  
 CARB cancer: 
 CARB estimated PM: 
 CARB ozone: 

o Come up with quintile ranking 
• Further east you go, the worst the air quality because of the wind effect.  

o Shows that it’s picking up where wind takes things 
• Category 3: social and health vulnerability 

o SES: Percent resident of color, 
o Percent of residents below twice national poverty level 
o Home ownership, value 
o Biological vulnerability: Age 
o Birth outcomes 
o Civic engagement 

• Bring it all together by adding it all up, top number is 15, lowest is 3 
o When you are in the middle, you don’t know what is driving the thing 
o South LA: lots of red in Wilmington 
o East LA: lots of red 
o Inland Valley:  

• In other parts of the state, like in San Diego, using the land use data you get a 
normal distribution of the scores; they are not unreasonable 

• In the Bay Area what you find is you get some expected places—Oakland, 
Richmond—but also places in San Jose where you don’t have a lot of organizing. 

o It shows up as being a place of grave concern. It helps pinpoint where 
there should be more proactive policy and outreach 

• Method is screening not assessment. We have to figure out what is actually 
making this happen.  

• We tried to develop a methods that is alterable by other people  
o GIS mapping 



 

o All the scoring stuff happens in the statistical package, so someone could 
decide they don’t like the stuff and they can change it. 

o Last step is to map 
 
Questions: 
 
Greg Karras: Waiting based on measured air pollution  
 
Manuel Pastor: when you try to measure PM  we are interpolating between PM 
monitors, so we are missing monitors. The locational stuff helps figure out hotspots. 
People are concerned about proximity. When you go into a community and talk to them, 
people care about where they are located, so we needed to include it.  
 
Alvaro Alvarado: The PM Monitors are meant to get a regional look at the air quality 
problem so they are placed to figure out original pollutants. 
 
Michael Jerrett: The question of double counting when coming to a cumulative impact 
is critical. The review committee was very impressed with the work; I think that what we 
do need to look at is how have some distributions changed if you exclude regional 
pollution. What’s really driving these methods? There’s always a question about 
including the health variable vs social variable. There is a form of causal overlap that’s 
another controversial part. I think if you want to have a transparent metric, you really 
would be hard-pressed to find a better approach than what Manuel and Jim have created.  
 
Jason Corburn: I find that there are not enough monitors or far too many lacking 
monitors. In my work with Caroline and others, we have been skeptical about adding PM 
because of PM undercounting.  
   
Traffic Data (Jim Sadd) 

• Adding to double counting: we are not measuring everything 
• Shortcomings of EJSM are that it didn’t include anything for traffic exposure, and 

now it includes what is shown as freeway and high traffic roads. 
o Research support from EPA, Region 9, partnered with Paul English  

 Allows terminal locations, specify distance buffer, and use MP 
data to track vehicles per day.  

 Every location has vehicles per day count (SU) 
• Analytical steps: Make 1km grid and find Census groups and divided them into 

two groups. All the rest of Census tracts are made into small blocks.  
o Take chart and calculate SU for that location for smaller blocks 
o For large blocks, green areas are the calculated SU value for large Census 

blocks 
o From the large blocks, intersect them with the grid that we called slivers. 

 take sliver and calculate SU values for each sliver, sum them up 
and average them in weighted way.  

o Used road density as weighted factor  
o Include isolated roadway vectors in each sliver,  



 

o Each sliver has 1km grid points for which SU value is calculated 
o Take all off road segments in each sliver and count the roads and use that 

in weighted average, and find the percentage 
  The weighing factor is multiplied by SU value  and sum these 

valued by Census block 
• Michael  Jerrett: Problems with the method? 

o Jim Sadd: Not all of the road networks have traffic values there – the road 
network had gaps when we had no data at all  

o Next step – trying it with the grid in a different place 
o Michael Jerrett: Take the available count in every county, impute to the 

remaining count without values, every roadway gets a traffic assignment 
based on similar roads in the same county, error in local roads but good 
for the big type of roads.  Then have a continuous metric.  Will post on the 
site to share.    

 
Different Methods for including the Traffic data (Justin Scoggins):  

• Logically, this layer would be in the land use hazard/proximity layer  
• Tested two ways of incorporating it here 
• This metric is a continuous variable – not a dummy variable 
• Method 1- Top 10% method: ID the freeways and high traffic roadways, look @ 

whole state, tag census blocks w/ the highest SU values – give them 1 point, add 
an extra point if that sliver in in the top 10%, not distance weighting b/c worried 
about the accuracy of the roadway 

o Cut-off around 8400 
o Top 7% of blocks got 2 pts 
o Take the population weighted average across the census tract and rank into 

quintiles 
o Add into the overall cumulative impact score 
o Near major roadways, the score goes up  

• Used three methods, total – and the scores were quite similar across methods 
o Included in the land use/hazard proximity component. 
o May add in a few hot spots that would otherwise be missed 
o Top 10% method is more consistent with how we’re scoring the rest of the 

land use 
• Paul English: should there be “bonus” points for ALSO having heavy traffic? 

o English has a public website….you can put in the address and it will give 
you the sum of traffic around that area.  CalTrans gets a refresh on this 
data every few years.    

o Bill Jesdale: it’s an annual average 
o Manuel Pastor:  depending on when the data is refreshed, it can really be 

different based on increasing traffic in different areas 
• Eli Moore:   Break out freight v. passenger traffic? 

o Did this in the Bay Area – freight data good for the highways, not so much 
for the neighborhoods.  BUT need to find out facilities pulling trucks into 
the neighborhood 



 

o Jim Sadd: capture some of the magnets of freight traffic (i.e. the land uses 
associated with high emissions 

o Joy Williams: what about breaking out the % of the traffic that is trucks 
o Michael Jerrett: an alternate approach – look @ the proportion of th 

population that is within 300 m of  a road, 500m from a highway 
 Distance decay of pollutants from traffic, maybe an exponential on 

it … but should work.  The road data is good!   But the traffic data, 
not so much.  Then you could also take into account heavy diesel 
routes and adjust accordingly. 

 Manuel Pastor: How do you deal wit the fact that not all roads are 
equal? 

 Michael Jerrett: use the biggest roads 
o Penny Newman: A lot of the exposure is from trucks seeking services 

(fuel, food, etc).  It’s the idling that the real issue.  And this might not get 
picked up by these data used, here.  Maybe the groundtruthing will pic it 
up 

 
Manuel’s summary 

• How do you fill in the missing pieces of the road network? 
• Putting in the land hazard layer is good – that’s an appropriate place. 

o Importance of truck traffic – population near roadway v. count method 
which tries to account for the fact that not all roads are equal  

o What goes on near the roads that affect the neighborhood?  Services 
provided to truckers.    

• Alvaro Alvarado: diesel is already in the health exposure data? Even w/o the 
road ways, it’s in there in the ambient data.  Double-count issues? 

• Jason Corburn:  Noise level added from this data 
 
Central Valley Data (Jim Sadd) 

• Effort to extend the screening method beyond Bay Area and LA: SD and Central 
Valley 

• Kern, Fresno, Kings, Madera, Tulare counties 
• Data is less precise in these areas – EJ screening struggles, as a result 
• Went to county and city offices to try to cobble together the spatial layer for the 

Central Valley + US geological survey data – 2001 National land cover dataset + 
tax parcel data (using the “use codes”) 

• City/County data 
o Varies extensively – super labor intensive and repetitious 
o Merged all of this into a single land use layer – tried resolving different 

classifications 
• Land Cover data set from US Geological Survey 

o Raster, not vector data 
o Good at ID’ing land cover that’s quite diverse, less good at ID’ing land 

that’s just a little different 
o Resolving the raster issue (the data looks speckly)  

• Tax parcel data: 



 

o County assessor has these, in shape file format 
o Some of the counties charge for this data 
o Use Codes – diff by each county, great spatial resolution b/c the land area 

is small 
• Pros and Cons of this data 

o City/county: There’s lots of holes, misclassification 
o Raster data: not same misclassification issues, but it’s dated – 2001 being 

used here 
 Strange artifacts – greenery is sometimes tagged as develop 

parkland when it’s not 
o Parcels:   easy to update / available /accurate, but expensive and the use 

codes are inconsistent 
• Putting it together/preliminary data 

o Results look reasonably consistent from one land use type to another 
 (see slides for this data) 

o All three land use datas result in the same hot spots 
o More work on processing the data to resolve these issues, work out the 

inconsistencies between classifications (use Google Earth at the moment) 
• Examples; 

o Fresno – Parlier shows up depending on the data, but sometimes doesn’t 
show up at all 

o Bakersfield – same issue with Arvin 
• Moving forward: do the results resonate?   Are there better ways to do this? 

o Joy Williams:  Pesticide exposure?  Is it included? 
 Jim Sadd: Not right now. 
 Toxicity values 

o Paul English: CA has the best agricultural pesticide use data in the world 
because farmers are required to report (# of crops, # of tons, etc) 

 Publically accessible data – with a visualizer, can integrate with 
Google Layers, pretty detailed 

o Jonathan London and Ganlin Huang on Central Valley work 
 Parallel process w/ EJ Team 
 Working with groups like CRPE – San Joaquin Cumulative 

Impacts Network, have been groundtruthing throughout the valley, 
now – adding a significant number of sites, as a result (10 ID’ed in 
Bosco + community’s 40 more) 

 Methods: 3 categories of data (location of pollution sites, 
pesticides data, total cancer risk) points with 1 m mi radius buffers, 
pesticides = 1 mi square divided into 16 units, Nata data in based 
on census tracts 

• Social vulnerability index- didn’t put this together with the 
hazards data 

 Caroline Farrell: Goal is to use these maps to rebut the myth that 
the entire San Joaquin valley is an EJ area.  No, there are places 
that are much more at risk than others. 



 

• A lot of agricultural land is classified as open space- but 
it’s not!  Pesticide use, application of sewer sludge, etc 
really affect the neighboring communities in a very 
negative way (unlike the impact of open space). 

o Bill Gallegos: when we say pesticides, what does that include?   
 Jonathan – agricultural pesticides, need another layer for home use 

and school sites 
 
Manuel wrap up – traffic data, central valley 

• Something that’s popping up – academics being willing to share data!   This is 
great!  Not totally common, and is fantastic! 

• Coming out of this – perhaps we need a consortium of people who are willing to 
share data. 

• Carolyn Clevenger at the MTC in the Bay Area might have some data on where 
freight trucks stop. 

 
Climate Change 
Health Impact Assessmenst and Environmental Health Tracking (Paul English, 
CDPH-EHIB) 

• Community’s vulnerability 
o Exposure: changing environment due to global warming 
o Population characteristic/sensitivity 

 Varies by climate change threats 
• Heat wave that affects elderly, medically compromised and 

socially isolated children, low income 
• Flooding/extreme events: thinking about who was affected by 

Katrina—elderly, obese, disabled 
• Drought: identifying people impacted by water treatment—

dialysis, pregnant women 
o Some of best work by Colleen Gene at UC Berkeley 

 Came up with heat vulnerability that incorporates demographic data, 
access to green space.  

• Data that is interesting is how fire affects communities: 
o Looking at communities that live within ½ mi of areas at risk for fire.  

• Maps show an increasing risk for fire per 1 degree increase in global temperatures  
• Adaptive capacity of communities 

o Resources that community has 
 Availability to open space, medical and health care infrastructure 
 Unemployment, violence, heat wave warning 
 Biggest is the air conditioning use in areas when it comes to heat—the 

more people using it, the more it exacerbates the green house gas 
emissions. 

o Response capacity 
o Health indicators need to be kept in mind 

 Adele Hughton out of Austin—she can put in flooding risks,  
• When trying to do key assessment: 



 

o Estimate current distribution and burden of climate sensitive diseases 
o Estimated future impacts in health, attributable to climate change 
o Identify current and future adaption  

 
Current Proposal:  
• Adding climate sensitive factor into EJSM to see how data changes 

o Focusing on heat and the communities’ vulnerability to it 
 Factoring in the 2006 and 2008 heat waves 
 See them and see if we see spike in emergency room visits and add a 

layer doing the same ranking methodology 
 Colleen is finding vulnerable people, but it’s not necessarily heat, 

we’ll have to think about this a bit more.  
• Health impact assessment of cap and trade in California 

o Able to get money to do the project.   
o Climate change as a public health threat  in need of mitigation and adaptation 

strategies 
o Project born with climate change as a health risk—wanted to frame some 

issues 
 Challenge was that spatial impact could not be predicted, so risks were 

looked at among other issues—race, gender, SES 
o Core health determinants: air pollution, employment, energy costs, offset co-

benefits and impacts,  
o Employment and health 

 Health effects related to insurance, differential unemployment risks 
o Residential fuel costs were a big concern: as households spend more on 

energy costs, they have less to spend on anywhere else 
 Drastically higher spending in lower quintile 

o Vocal vulnerabilities because we couldn’t say where these impacts would be 
occurring—data from LA County dept of Public Health 

 City of Richmond 
 San Joaquin Valley 

o Cannot predict community level health impacts with certainty 
 Existing vulnerabilities are diverse 
 Existing health disparities are also different.  

 
 
Metrics for Climate Change (Bill Jesdale) 
 Tree canopy and Impervious Surface 

• Climate change vulnerability layers: the more pavement and less trees, the hotter 
it gets.  

o Orange areas=impervious surface 
o Grouped to block group level and the tree canopy spaces can be seen.  

• Census tracts: struggling with how to identify rural areas more accurately. So with 
Jim’s land parcel things we will get better on that aspect.  

• Socio-demographic variation: in the poorest area you have relatively large 
proportions of people living in a lot of impervious areas.  



 

o Predominantly Whites live in non-impervious areas 
o In wealthier neighborhoods there are more trees and in impoverished areas 

there are parts with no tree cover whatsoever.  
 
Questions and Comments 
 

• Andrew Curtis: ICD codes used and computed 
 

• Amy Vanderwarker: The climate change piece is interesting I have a hard time 
seeing how it will fit into the EJSM as a set of maps that can be overlapped, if 
incorporated into methodology. From organizations, perhaps we could set the 
maps to be separate. 

o How can we pull the community resources that exist and do mapping on 
that? 

o Heat thing that was explored is great in the Bay Area as well as the 
flooding.  

 
• Paul English: I think it’s important to add a cumulative impact to climate change 

because then communities would be lost if the cumulative aspect were not added.  
 

• Eli Moore: Sea level information on website to see vulnerability of sea level rise.  
 

• Michael Jerrett: Data is processed on tree cover, which is not the same as tree 
canopy, which is covered. We also have soil brightness and it’s all tied in for 
California, and it might give you a bit more info than impervious spaces. Paul, is 
there any way to use the health risks portal as a gateway to get all data in one 
place? We should come up with something that will be a coherent framework.  

 
• Paul English: We would be glad to host this data in our website 

 
• Jonathan London:  About mapping of assets and thinking about the factor of 

resilience—some method of community organizations would be good to be added 
in. There are huge strengths with organizations. Would some social network 
aspect being added be helpful? You could quantify this and see where there’s a lot 
of strength.  

 
• Penny Newman: When talking about employment of farm workers, we need to 

start thinking about warehouse workers, where most are undocumented. Those 
warehouses are without AC or heat and the people are locked in. With the fires as 
a result of the heat in the south area, what people saw is that the poorer 
communities were stuck in the smoke that goes into that Valley and they are the 
ones that don’t evacuate and end up in the ER. Also with electricity being one of 
the first things that is knocks out in fires, then you have no AC. We are working 
with Loma Linda University to try to figure how to develop a model to outreach 
to those communities.  

 



 

• Roger Kim: With increasing low income senior housing popping up near 
freeways, I’m not sure if nursing homes and low income housing are in the EJSM.  

 
• Jim Sadd: in Central Valley we do have low income housing. We can include it 

then when we did the groundtruthing 
 
Summary (Manuel Pastor) 

• There is a great deal of interest in building in climate change vulnerabilities 
• There’s still some analytical work about how to do that. How do you define it? 

Incorporate or keep it separate? Whether assets and resilience can be mapped.  
• There is a big interest in going to micro level. The maps thus far are at county 

level, and the big task ahead is how we bring these measures closer to where 
communities live. 

• The heat represents one way and the sea level represent another way to do that 
• This will be a collaboration enterprise moving forward, so figuring out how to 

share data is important.  
• We should think about how we error check each other on data 

o How? What are the processes to check what we did? 
• As collaborations occur with community based organizations, how do we make 

sure that there’s’ capacity to know how to share and use data so it can be 
distributed to other organizations? 

 
PART II 
The Science of Screening: Implications for Addressing Climate Change and 
Implementing Green Zone Development 
 
In this afternoon session, we want to talk about groundtruthing data and Greenzones.   
This is its own field in and of itself, but connected with the screening method work. 
 
Green Zones (Diane Takvorian) 

• Start out saying why the screening method is great! A really clear pathway to a 
solution.  It feels like the light at the end of the tunnel is much closer.  We’ve 
seen this move from something debated in theory to actually having very close to 
a real, credible, screening method.  And it’s been developed together! 

• Resonant disconnect with cumulative impacts.  Why are we debating about 6 
pollution sources instead of 1 – it doesn’t matter with the community if there are 
6 or 1 b/c it’s still bad!   It’s not a great organizing hook for us…but this tool 
helps to validate an experience. 

o “You know it when you see it” is not a good enough definition for EJ 
communities – this tool provides something more tangible. 

• CEJA’s partners have been together since 2003 working on how to impact 
communities – we’re thinking about green zones 

• Greenzones as a contextual framework for how to utilize EJSM.  A pathway out 
of unhealthy communities. 

o 1. How to ID communities 



 

o 2. How to groundtruth it – community wisdom is built into the 
method…an that’s valued by organizers. 

o Create GreenZone Designations – what would that designation mean at 
the local, state, and fed level? 

o Create a community vision for a healthy community.  Green zones are not 
any one community – there are a lot of differences between communities 
so the community visions should and will be different,  i.e. refineries, 
auto body shops, port trucking, etc.  The community vision should not be 
optional b/c we can’t use a cookie cutter approach.  And then… 

o Green Zone communities should be first in line for resources.  Want to be 
“healthy” communities – no environmental justice communities 

• Current “Screening Method” 
o People in poverty, people of color 
o EHC was behind the “community right to know” law 
o It’s been a method + community residents saying that there’s something 

wrong! 
o J Sadd’s screening method it much cleaner – no big surprises, but it 

validates what community residents sense and say.  It’s a launch pad. 
• Groundtruthing:  

o Building community power- because when they get to know their 
community better, there’s more power 

o Community planning: community plan for Barrio Logan – this is what 
they want for this community 

o Develop Core Community Principles 
o Then map it out – and EHC’s community now has that rollig forward into 

the official community plan 
• It’s the leveraging resources piece that needs to be done in collaboration, so 

deeply 
• Cynthia Garcia: How does the visioning process happen? 

o Georgette Gomez: talked with the residents very early, the city stopped 
it, EHC picked it up with the resident, trained the residents to understand 
planning (zoning, development, etc), used a survey that guided the 
planning and policies  ---   a community vision came from this and now 
this original documents guides further action.  The hope was for the city 
to also pick up the document and work from there. 

• Jason Corburn:   What’s the application of a metric with people’s life 
experience?  Decision-making, power and how can THAT feed back into the 
metric?  Where are the policy leverage points?  i.e. CRAs that can build and do.  
How are they making decisions that can be impacted by screening method? 

o Diane Takvorian: The designation coming from the federal government 
is really important because then ALL the agencies could be required to 
use it. 

 
More on Greenzones (Bill Gallegos) 

• Diane’s really critical point – any project needs to include the expansion of 
democracy.  And that’s why groundtruthing is so important!  It’s a lack of 



 

democracy that causes all the problems.  We’re fighting for the expansion of 
community power.  It’s the power of the corporations that results in EJ problems. 

• It’s been gratifying to work in this broader team – that includes researchers, 
foundations, etc. We’re trying to make good use of the tools academics give.  
And because CEJA was such a large part of making this tool, it’s especially 
gratifying. This is an example that should go beyond this particular project. 

• There’s always been an understanding that the community is getting dumped on 
– but not using the words “cumulative impacts.” We’re starting to find some 
answers re: what is to be done about cumulative impacts.   

• The LA collaborative is trying to work with the city Council for an ordinance in 
three parts 

o  1. Use the Screening methodology (we don’t want the city defining 
cumulative impacts and environmental racism),  

• 2. Prevention (do no more harm.  Once we demonstrate there’s 
burden, no more using land use power)  

• 3. Reduce the existing burden  
• 4. Address long standing problems of green space disparity (66:1 

to 100:1 b/t poor and wealthy areas)  
• 5. Democratic, locally rooted economic development  (transform a 

polluting infrastructure into a health, economically viable one) – 
and that will transform the city 

• Recent elections may give us some openings at the state level. Agencies have 
been helpful in building some of our organizations. 

• Introduce resolution to the City Council in 2011, in 2012 introduce the policy 
prescriptions 

o The benefits of this project: Improvement in air quality, reduction in 
green house gases, begin to address systemic economic problems 

• What areas: Wilmington, Pacoima, south Los Angeles… 
o Land Use authority would say, no…we already have too many of these x 

facilities – strict requirements to adding to the burden 
 
Questions/ Comments 

• Michael Jerrett:  Compensatory projects run up against mitigating the problems 
of environment.  For the top quartile of Hispanic neighborhoods – the inhalation 
dose is 66% worse.  Is there a risk to reduce the incentive to mitigate with 
compensatory projects? 

o Bill Gallegos – good question. People want real reduction. 
o Diane Takvorian – I don’t think we’ve ever talked about it as 

compensation.  Its more about what’s the pathway from impacted 
community to healthful community? 

• Penny Newman:  our area went from urban to industrial in 3 years.  So, we’re 
looking at a lot of strategies. 

o Manuel Pastor: we need just in time data, Healthy City – great new book 
from Jason 



 

• Jason Corburn: The screening tool needs to force the regulatory community to 
think about regulation by place and vulnerability- not just media (air, water, etc) 
need to reorganize regulation by place. 

 
Groundtruthing (Michelle Pritchard) 

• LA EJ collaborative: local CBOs, EJ team, Liberty Hill 
• Hidden Hazards: a Call to ….    Report from the EJ Team really soon 
• Documenting the hazards and sensitive uses in the community  

o First step: city-wide training on EJ 
o Second step: community members looked at the list of all of the hazards 

and sensitive uses … began to add to the list 
o Third: groundtruthing boundaries 
o Commerce and Maywood – did the ENTIRE community 
o Fourth: groundtruthing.  JSadd went out to all the communities being 

affected and equipped them.  Liberty Hill gave a stipend to community 
residents to help them out with their time and other expenses. JSadd taught 
to use all the tools. 

 1. verify hazards 2. verify sensitive uses 3. note and map any threat 
or sensitive use 

• Findings: Hazards were much more prevalent that the official databases recorded 
o Significant distance errors- the databases had the addresses wrong 

• Did some air sampling using monitors from UCLA and ARB 
o Sampled over a week  

• Groundtruthing is a whole separate layer of credibility  
o Key in building the understanding awareness and confidence to talk about 

this with others. 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
What are your main take-aways? What’s missing? How can we move forward together? 
 

• Strela Cervas: We talked about in terms of green zones; what scale is enough to 
call it a green zone, whether it should be county wide city wide: go to city 
planners. Idea of ground truthing in areas that aren’t considered bad to compare 
and see how EJ screening methodology is viable. We came up with 
recommendation that we could do cross training since people have been doing this 
in the central valley, so the point of having CEJA do this is that we’re learning 
from each other. We also thought we could use Google Earth as a resource and 
seeing how it is making the world better: a grant that we could submit 
collaborative that uses Google earth for groundtruthing 

 
• Cynthia Garcia: group talked that one of the future steps is how to designate 

green zones and make it a true policy designation. How would you go about that 
the problems that might arrive if neighs don’t want to be green zones. It will be a 
challenge to do that. We talked about what’s missing: the strategies and steps to 
get to that designation and how you would get politicians to buy it with this 



 

designation. We came to a consensus that scientific information was there; 
everyone felt we had that support and we need to continue in having that 
background, but we also need government to step in and support. We can do this 
better through feedback. If you get a lot of the stakeholders involved on a regular 
basis, you have everyone at table to meet once every 2 months seems to have 
brought a lot of results.  

 
• Eli Moore: We felt that the tool is really strong and we are interested in talking 

about policy and strategy and the use of the tool. We talked about a policy 
platform preventing gentrification in green zone areas, and just cause ordinances 
as strategies to prevent displacement. Use green zones to channel redevelopment 
money. Opportunity in SD that seems might apply.  

 
• Bill Gallegos: It was strong in EJ organizations to see the strength in science, 

especially to push policy change. It was great to add climate change indicators as 
piece of it. Want to explore it more to utilize it better. Where we go from here: it 
would be helpful to get summary of ideas and see how we want to prioritize 
discussion in future. That we consider bringing in folks of community and 
economic development expertise into next discussion.  

 
• Jason Corburn: The application of partnerships between academics and 

institutions/organizations is important. 
 

• Amy Vanderwarker:  We discussed groundtruthing in context of the Greenzones 
campaign. We need to think through how the tool fits into the Greenzones 
campaign. At what point does the tool and groundtruthing fall into it? How does 
the screening tool and groundtruthing fit into the work and doesn’t seem like it is 
duplicative when others have spent decades already establishing this? For future 
things, we talked about not being any water in the screening tool data. Also, the 
economic argument and how to translate the tool into an economic argument, and 
generally how to link it to local campaigns in the area.  

 
• Alvaro Alvarado: It was great to see the progress of the EJSM in the Valley and 

the metrics that are being thought about for the aspect of climate change for the 
screening tool. It was also good to see how a lot of metrics are clear and 
understandable, and how clear the organizing and research link is in this work. 
What is Missing: some of the health outcomes that could be tied to the screening 
tool as well as the statewide, moving out of the Valley and reaching out to tribal 
communities and seeing what kind of metrics are important to them.   

 
Summary (Manuel Pastor) 
We need to develop the science more around the issue of the traffic metrics. We need to 
do more work and Paul’s proposing to do more climate change metrics. We need to 
include other metrics like water quality, pesticides, and to develop groundtruthing in 
areas that do not show as being very bad.  
 



 

Develop the concept of Greenzones: There are some important issues that have been 
raised here about working the way through the policy system to get policy designation. 
Once it’s a Greenzones, what’s the list of agencies engaged, changes made, to stream 
resources into these zones 
 
Develop a strategy: Traction is being gained, but do we finish the EJSM first, do we do 
the groundtruthing? It would be helpful to have one conference call to develop the 
strategy or the steps. 
 
Develop funding: One way is to figure out where the funding is to move the Greenzones 
further. Having a strategy of policy forward can bring about funding forward.  
 
Jason, I heard your point that it’s great that we’re doing this, but how do we make sure 
that agencies are doing it and are developing methods that can eventually become 
standard methods?  
 
Develop relationships: One of the things that I heard a lot is an unusual consensus to 
share data. This was an unusual conversation where academics, activist and agencies are 
at the table. We heard a lot about developing partnerships as we move forward. The 
research team is more than willing to work together to develop this. 
 
I think it would be good to have a conversation on what are the strategic ways to move 
forward. Does groundtruthing come after, etc.   


